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1 .0 Introduction
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Purpose of the report
1.1 This report provides information on the consultation exercise undertaken for LTP3 between
11 October and 31 December 2010. Its aim is to provide feedback to those stakeholder groups
and individuals that have contributed their views and to the wider public. The report provides a
summary of the responses gathered through the consultation process in relation to transport across
County Durham and shows how these responses have influenced the content of the Plan.
Background
1.2 The Transport Act 2000, as amended by the Local Transport Act 2008, places a statutory
duty on the County Council to produce a local transport plan and to keep it under review.
1.3 This is the third local transport plan for County Durham and is the successor plan to LTP2,
which covered the 5-year period from April 2006 to March 2011.
1.4 It has been drawn up in accordance with Department for Transport (DfT) guidance on the
preparation of third generation local transport plans, issued in July 2009 and is in two parts:
A Transport Strategy that looks some 10 years ahead and the key issues facing the county
and the actions we need to take to achieve our objectives.
A Delivery Plan firmed up for the first 3 years of the plan period.
1.5 The structure of the Plan reflects the five ‘national transport goals’, each of which has a
number of related challenges. These goals and challenges were developed by the DfT following
a period of national consultation. For this local transport plan, the five national goals have been
given a local interpretation and are also complimented by a sixth – maintenance of the transport
asset – reflecting the importance we place on a quality transport infrastructure and highway network:
A Stronger Economy through Regeneration
Reduce our Carbon Output
Safer and Healthier Travel
Better Accessibility to Services
Improve Quality of Life and a Healthy Natural Environment
Maintain the Transport Asset
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2 .0 Consulting stakeholders and the public
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2.1
We recognise the importance of improving customer satisfaction and listening to our
communities to ensure they can continue to influence service delivery. Evidence from community
consultation and surveys therefore has a role in informing transport investment.
2.2

The consultation exercise for LTP3 took the form of:
11 October – 31 December 2010 – Public Consultation
28 October 2010 – Consultation Event – Key Stakeholders
2 November 2010 – two presentation events for Members
25 November 2010 – presentation at the request of Bishop Auckland and Shildon AAP
13 December 2010 – presentation at the request of Durham City AAP

2.3

The consultation was advertised and/or accessible through:
Durham County Council online consultation portal;
Hard copies of the Consultation Draft together with questionnaires placed at all libraries and
customer access points across the county, with posters displayed to advertise their availability;
Consultation exercise publicised through Durham County Council website, Durham County
News free newspaper, press releases, and displayed on the electronic message board fronting
County Hall;
Posters displayed at key bus stops;
Posters displayed at leisure centres;
Advertised through the schools’ internal website (Extranet);
Presentations at DCC Transport Partnership forum

2.4 In addition, individual letters or e-mails were sent to representatives of stakeholder groups
including:
Bus Operators
Fire and Rescue
Highways Agency
Local Authorities throughout the North East and North Yorkshire
Passenger Transport Executives (Nexus)
Police
Rail Operators
Regional Development Agencies (One North East)
Airports and Ports
Community and Voluntary sector
Community Rail Partnerships
Safe Durham Partnership
County Durham Sport
Disabled Person Groups
City of Durham Trust
Freight Transport Association
Jobcentre Plus
North East Chamber of Commerce
Local Education Authorities and Universities
North Pennines AONB Partnership
Parish and Town Councils
Primary Care Trust
Age Concern/Age UK
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UK Youth Parliament
Durham County Federation Womens Institute
Durham Rural Community Council
Statutory Environmental Bodies (English Heritage, Environment Agency, Natural England)
Tourist Board
Town Centre Managers
2.5 The Consultation Draft contained a Strategy Document, Delivery Plan and Appendices and
identified key issues of concern under each of the 6 ‘goals’, with suggested potential interventions
or measures to address these issues. A total of 20 questions (some repeated for each of the
‘goals’) throughout the draft were:
What do you think is required to bring about regeneration and future development in any of the
12 main towns?
Have we identified the key issues (for each goal) and are there any other important issues?
Which of the potential interventions to address the key issues (for each goal) do you think will be
the most effective and are there any others you can suggest?
Do you agree with the priorities for the first 3 years (for each goal) or are there any missing?
The A692, A167 and A182 have been considered the top three priorities in relation to economic
transport corridors. Which economic/transport corridors do you think should be prioritised?
2.6 The Consultation Event aimed at key stakeholders considered the key issues contained in
the Consultation Draft, and stakeholders were asked to rank them in order of their priority along
with their preferred potential interventions. Stakeholders were invited to add their own key issues
and/or potential interventions and similarly rank these as part of the exercise. The results together
with feedback from the Public Consultation were used to help inform the Plan and produce a ‘short
list’ of interventions for each of the LTP3 ‘goals’. Participants who contributed to the event were:
Castle Eden Parish Council
Chester-le-Track
County Durham Association of Local Councils
County Durham and Darlington Community Health Services
County Durham Sport
Cyclists’ Touring Club (CTC)
DCC officers
DCC Members
DCC Transport Parnership
Derwent Valley AAP
East Durham AAP
East Durham Rural Corridor AAP
East Durham College
Great Aycliffe and Middridge AAP
Highways Agency
Investing in Children (IIC) Young Peoples’ Transport Group
Living Streets
Railfuture
Spennymoor AAP
Stanley AAP
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3 .0 Results of the consultation
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3.1
Together with the responses from the consultation exercise, LTP3 has drawn on
transport-related feedback from other recent consultations and surveys such as the County Durham
Plan Core Strategy Issues and Options Paper, Settlement Study and Residents Survey to help
inform the Plan. The Consultation Event also resulted in valuable feedback from the participants.
Feedback from Consultation Draft
3.2 The following results were received from responses to the questions contained within the
Consultation Draft, being accessible electronically through the County Council's website, and also
deposited as a hard copy in all libraries and Durham County Council customer access points during
the Consultation Period.

Question 1
What do you think is required to bring about regeneration and future development in any of
the 12 main towns?

Responses
‘Business to grow. Large employers obtaining employees from the area around them easily’
‘Abandon commercial areas that are no longer effective - return to Domestic Dwellings, Foot
& Public Transport Routes to Dominant Supermarkets’
‘With regard to Seaham improved traffic flow into the Town centre and through the town by
such measures as the replacement of pinch-points on Station Road with speed cushions/ramps
as is about to take place along the seafront. Improvements to the railway station to enable
national carriers to London to include Seaham as a stop. Improvements to various footpaths
such as the new Drive which leads to St Mary's Church, one of the oldest Saxon churches
still standing in the country.’
‘While not a specific requirement of the LTP, the first step in delivering future regeneration,
is to appropriately locate development with consideration of the transport needs and impacts.
The LTP should seek to fill any gaps with measures appropriate to the issues that could be
faced in the future, with an emphasis on seeking to reduce the reliance on the private car.
In terms of the SRN, the Agency would wish that appropriate consideration is given to the
operational consequences that could occur as a result of development, in order to ensure the
safe and efficient operations of the SRN is maintained.’

Question 2
Have we identified the key issues (A Stronger Economy through Regeneration) and are there
any other important issues?
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Responses
‘Rail/Freight needs to have more and greater importance, as upgrading/renewing lines and
improving rail system will lead to greater benefits for Durham and is very cost effective.’
‘To help provide a sustainable transport network there must be a safe and suitable cycle
network from centres of population to places of work. This will help promote physical activity
and related health benefits, as well as contributing to carbon emission reductions.’
‘To give a service from Seaham to other parts of the area to allow people living in the town
the opportunity to travel to work in other parts of the area. The current situation means most
areas of the region are cut off for people to travel to work to.’
‘Allow people to commute to cities easily especially women who often work part-time - have
bus and rail passes which 'pay-as-you-go' like mobile phone cards.’
‘Partial! …support movement of goods and services to markets - customers.’
‘Quality of vehicles. Too frequently buses in operation are obsolete stock. I can remember
going from Durham City to Crook in quite ancient transport. Observe for example, Sedgefield
to Peterlee buses. One is astounded that such transport should be seen in England in 2010.
Maggie Thatcher said that anyone over 30 on a bus should regard him or herself as a failure.
If one has to suffer the poor quality of buses one frequently does in Co Durham one can
perhaps grant that she had a point. After all if one is willing apparently to submit to the indignity
of inferior public transport this must be because one has no choice - because of
impoverishment. If I get on at Hatfield railways station off a Darlington/King Cross connection
I can go to my daughter's address in St Albans on one of UNO's Mercedes buses. They are
stylish, comfortable, state of the art and designed to accept baggage in perfect stowage slots.
Take the 320 Arriva service, St Albans to Watford. The buses are of the same calibre as
UNO. Similarly the Stevenage to Heathrow "Greenline" limited stop service. They are of a
similar quality. In Scandinavia bus services for decades have been supplied to the same high
standards as those quoted in Hertfordshire. When Arriva goes to Scandinavia it has to observe
local standards. Why not do the same in Durham and put only state of the art vehicles on
the road? Durham in 2010 AD frequently leaves much to be desired in standards of public
service vehicle quality. GVA/head in many parts of Durham indicates economic deprivation
in comparison to communities south of the Wash/Severn estuary line. However this does not
mean that many local buses should look as though they were on their last legs in Appalachia.’
‘We believe a stronger economy can be achieved by: use of rail to promote movements of
goods/trade using rail links; seeking to reduce the number of short car journeys by providing
infrastructure and behaviour change measures to encourage walking and cycling; encourage
employers to promote active travel to their workforce - this has been shown to result in healthier
workforce with reduced absenteeism.’
‘It is considered that the key issues have been identified, on the basis that the SRN is given
appropriate consideration alongside local transport routes. All issues need to be investigated
further to consider the future implications of economic development on the transport network
(and to fully understand the transport measures that are required to be implemented) to
support the economic goals.’
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Question 3
Which of the potential interventions to address the key issues (A Stronger Economy through
Regeneration) do you think will be the most effective and are there any others you can suggest?

Responses
‘More straightforward ticket system - ONE TICKET for bus and train. Reduce journey times
- one-stop buses from Stanley and Durham to Newcastle at a price - 1st CLASS BUSES for
commuters (or minibuses depending on demand).’
‘Support of bus benefiting schemes increasingly meaningless for the economically active park and ride being an exception.’
‘Whilst it is noted that improvements to walking and cycling infrastructure is noted, we also
believe that behavioural change programmes are important to encourage people to travel
more actively. Also - we would like to see listed:- Encouraging movement of goods/trade
using rail links; Discourage the reliance of single occupancy cars, particular for short journeys
(up to 5 miles).’
‘The Agency (HA) supports the consideration of the identified potential interventions. However,
the Agency would not wish to provide specific comment at this time without full consideration
having been given to the impacts of development on the transport network and the specific
measures that would be required.’

Question 4
Do you agree with the priorities for the first 3 years (A Stronger Economy through Regeneration)
or are there any missing?

Responses
‘Total restructuring is required as current public transport system does not work and cannot
be used by many people as too slow compared to car.’
‘Bus support not cost effective.’
‘We also believe improvement of public health is an important priority. Inactivity costs the UK
economy £8.3 billion and obesity £15.8 billion per annum. Inactivity affects approximately
2/3rds of the UK population.’
‘The Agency (HA) supports the priorities identified in that they broadly fit with the approach
that the Agency endorses, in reducing the need to travel, promoting sustainable accessibility,
with physical infrastructure measures as a last resort.’
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Question 5
The A692, A167 and A182 have been considered the top three priorities in relation to economic
transport corridors. Which economic/transport corridors do you think should be prioritised?

Responses
‘A1M. East Coast Railway Line.’
‘A177 Bowburn Choke - Remove by 'Bowburn Business Link to A688 - A1(M) Junction 61' to
A177’
‘The A182.’
‘Economic Corridors - we would like to see more use of rail along these routes.’
‘The Agency (HA) would wish that full consideration is given to the transport implications of
specific options and without any form of analysis, is at this stage, unable to advise of any
priority corridors. As they are assessed and prioritised, the Agency would wish that appropriate
consideration is given to the safe and efficient operation of the SRN, given its importance to
the county.’

Question 6
Have we identified the key issues (Reduce our Carbon Output) and are there any other
important issues?

Responses
‘School run - no incentives to walk or use bus. Shops and services could come to villages to
reduce need to travel eg. Surestart Groups in local village halls, hospitals encouraged to do
local clinics.’
‘Absence of 'School Run' Carbon Reduction Strategy - currently totally unconstrained - can
be achieved by School Admissions Policy variation.’
‘The Agency (HA) considers that the issues relating to carbon output and efficiency are fully
considered in the document.’
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Question 7
Which of the potential interventions to address the key issues (Reduce our Carbon Output)
do you think will be the most effective and are there any others you can suggest?

Responses
‘New ticket system - smart-card - faster and cheaper - no need to have change. Non-stop
services - advertise. Comfortable bus services at 08.00 and 17.30 - luxury minibus could still
be cheaper than parking.’
‘Constrain/capacity/exercising 'choice' if carbon emission increases. Bus Travel Perception
and Experience is 'grim' too expensive to improve.’
‘Try to get employers to encourage workers to use more sustainable methods of travel to
work maybe by incentives, eg. public transport, car sharing, walking, cycling. Consider
workplace parking charges. Provide/improve walking and cycling routes/facilities.’
‘We would also like to see Behaviour Change Programmes referenced. Education is important
and Bike It has been shown to be very effective in the north east schools. This provides
education to school children as to the economic, health and environmental issues surrounding
transport choices.’
‘The Agency (HA) supports the consideration of the identified potential interventions. However,
the Agency would not wish to provide specific comment at this time without full consideration
having been given to the impacts of development on the transport network and the specific
measures that would be required.’

Question 8
Do you agree with the priorities for the first 3 years (Reduce our Carbon Output) or are there
any missing?

Responses
‘Tickets - one ticket from eg Lanchester - Newcastle like 'Network South East Cards'. Image
of bus - seen as 'transport for losers'. Promote image of bus travel.’
‘Bus/rail priority to Park and Ride Strategies. Absence of planning policy link to electric car
charging and car sharing.’
‘Would like the inclusion of improved walking and cycling facilities.’
‘We would like to see the introduction of Behaviour Change programmes within this time
frame.’
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Question 9
Have we identified the key issues (Safer and Healthier Travel) and are there any other
important issues?

Responses
‘In addition to the matters listed, we would also note:As cyclists are vulnerable road users, more education and awareness training is needed
to be given to motorists of the needs of cyclists.
More stringent policing of roads and addressing poor/bad driving.
Cyclists safety can be improved by providing cycling training to children and adults.’
‘The Agency (HA) considers that the key issues have been identified. Measures specific to
this issue, along with the benefits arising from measures aimed at tackling other issues, need
to be implemented to improve the safety and health aspects of travel within the county.’

Question 10
Which of the potential interventions to address the key issues (Safer and Healthier Travel)
do you think will be the most effective and are there any others you can suggest?

Responses
‘Less over-crowding on public transport especially trains - when I was pregnant I was crushed
on train Chester-le-Street - Newcastle several times.’
‘More weight to NDORS and Bike Wise and direct enforcement of speeding/parking breaches.’
‘20mph speed limits in residential areas would make for a more pleasant and safer environment
for residents.’
‘In addition to the matters listed, we would also note:As cyclists are vulnerable road users, more education and awareness training is needed
to be given to motorists of the needs of cylists.
More stringent policing of roads and addressing poor/bad driving.
Cyclists safety can be improved by providing cycling training to children and adults.’
‘The Agency (HA) supports the consideration of the identified potential interventions. However,
the Agency would not wish to provide specific comment at this time without full consideration
having been given to the impacts of development on the transport network and the specific
measures that would be required.’
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Question 11
Do you agree with the priorities for the first 3 years (Safer and Healthier Travel) or are there
any missing?

Responses
‘We would like to see the following prioritised over the next three years:Reduction of road speeds, particularly in urban areas to 20mph. This is a cheap and
effective measure to promote and make safer walking and cycling.
Implementation of behaviour change programmes to encourage walking and cycling eg Bike It and Active Travel programmes which have been very successful within the
north east region.’

Question 12
Have we identified the key issues (Better Accessibility to Services) and are there any other
important issues?

Responses
‘Whilst we agree with the context to improve rail and bus services, consideration should also
be given to integrating public transport with walking and cycling measures. Providing good
quality and secure cycle storage at rail stations is an obvious example. Other measures
would include provide Safe Routes to Stations, cycle parking facilities at bus stops, lockers,
and storage facilities at main public transport interchanges. Consideration to providing "Hubs"
at or near rail stations where commuters can leave their bikes, cycle clothing, have
maintenance and simple repairs undertaken and where hire bikes can be provided. Examples
of "Hubs" exist in Stockton and at Leeds.’
‘The Agency (HA) considers that the main issues have been considered. Given the specific
evidence of commuting patterns to other areas (in particular Tyne & Wear), appropriate
consideration may also need to be given to corresponding public transport linkages.’
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Question 13
Which of the potential interventions to address the key issues (Better Accessibility to Services)
do you think will be the most effective and are there any others you can suggest?

Responses
‘Slow traffic down in places where children walk to school - 20 mile/hr on roads with schools.’
‘Access to medical care by bus remains an issue in many communities.’
‘A reduction in long stay car parking would encourage people to use other means of transport,
or make use of more car sharing.’
‘An additional intervention would be to improve the station at Seaham to enable national
carriers to include it as a stop on services to London and the south.’

Question 14
Do you agree with the priorities for the first 3 years (Safer and Healthier Travel) or are there
any missing?

Responses
‘Improve quality and quantity of public transport. Existing infrastructure too ineffective to use.’
‘Generally!’
‘In the short term we would like to see measures to integrate public transport and cycling’
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Question 15
Have we identified the key issues (Improve Quality of Life and a Healthy Natural Environment)
and are there any other important issues?

Responses
‘Electric taxis omitted. Smart Ticketing extended to Taxi operators.’
‘The cycling infrastructure is many parts of the county is fragmented and of poor quality, it
seems that maintenance is poor or none existent. If the infrastructure is not maintained people
will be less likely to use it.’
‘In addition to the matters listed, we would also note:Air Quality - perceived and actual
Community severance issues due to reliance upon motor car as the preferred transport
mode.’

Question 16
Which of the potential interventions to address the key issues (Improve Quality of Life and a
Healthy Natural Environment) do you think will be the most effective and are there any others
you can suggest?

Responses
‘People should have to pay to add to congestion ie make Toll Roads - but not pay to drive
into cities as this affects city-centre businesses negatively.’
‘Benefits - for electric - no charges to park!’
‘Consider congestion charging. Opening up of Leamside line. Priority, bus/cycle lanes. Increase
bus service frequency.’
‘With regard to Seaham the improvement of key congestion points on key transport corridors
such as Station Road and the provision of suitable coach parking which is currently in short
supply in the town and which would contribute to increased visitor numbers.’
‘Improvement of integration of cycling and walking with bus and rail services.’
‘The Agency (HA) fully supports the consideration of the identified potential interventions,
particularly as many contribute to sustainable transport aspirations.’
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Question 17
Do you agree with the priorities for the first 3 years (Quality of Life and a Healthy Natural
Environment) or are there any missing?

Responses
‘Improve cycling/walking infrastructure.’
‘In addition to the matters listed, we would also note:More to promote cycling eg "Super Cycle - Routes" on key travel corridors.
Reduction of Speed Limits to Roads.’

Question 18
Have we identified the key issues (Maintain the Transport Asset) and are there any other
important issues?

Responses
‘Remove metal signage and gullies - replace with recycled plastic.’
‘Maintenance of roads should also address matters that would affect the safety of cyclists eg
surfacing concerns, pot holes, lighting. Also - ensuring that cycle paths are maintained, lit and
well signposted.’

Question 19
Which of the potential interventions to address the key issues (Maintain the Transport Asset)
do you think will be the most effective and are there any others you can suggest?

Responses
‘Plastic gullies! Minimise theft. Value of Assets.’
‘With regard to reduced or turned off street lighting, this should only occur in locations which
would not increase either the vulnerability of pedestrians or the likelihood of traffic accidents.'
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Question 20
Do you agree with the priorities for the first 3 years (Maintain the Transport Asset) or are there
any missing?

Responses
‘Too much list making and reviews insufficient protective measures.’
‘Prioritise maintenance of cycling and walking network/infrastructure.’

3.3 In addition to the above, written responses in the form of letters or e-mails were also received
from members of the public together with formal responses from the following stakeholder
groups/organisations:
CTC
Sustrans
CPRE
The City of Durham Trust
One North East
County Durham Local Access Forum
Highways Agency
Living Streets
Durham City Cycling Forum
NECTAR
Transport and Planning Partnership Forum
Feedback from the Consultation Event
3.4 The Consultation Event (see 2.6) offered stakeholders the opportunity to consider the key
issues contained within the Consultation Draft together with the potential interventions (or measures)
to address these key issues. The results of this exercise are shown below.
3.5 The following bar charts consider, in turn, each of the 5 'national' transport goals in LTP3.
Two charts for each goal reflect the feedback for both key issues and related potential interventions.
In the first chart, the light blue bars illustrate the numbers of stakeholders who agreed that the key
issues listed in the Consultation Draft were indeed relevant, whilst the purple bars illustrate the
level of importance they placed on these issues. (The latter was obtained by the stakeholders
ranking and thereby scoring their chosen top 3 key issues.) The second chart relates to the potential
interventions aimed at addressing the corresponding key issue. The green bars indicate the number
of stakeholders who supported each potential intervention, the red bars indicate those who rejected
them, whereas the yellow bars indicated where stakeholders were undecided or had no firm
opinion.
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4 .0 How the consultation influenced the plan
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4.1
The feedback from the consultation exercise (responses to the Consultation Draft,
Consultation Event and evidence from the results of transport-related issues from the County
Durham Plan Core Strategy Issues and Options Paper, Settlement Study and the Residents Survey
2010) demonstrated that sustainable transport was considered most important in looking towards
transport delivery for County Durham. Provision or improving of walking and cycling routes was
the most popular intervention across a number of the Plan goals and this has been reflected in
the Capital Programme with funding of £500,000 being made available for each of the first 3 years
of the Plan. Supporting the use and redevelopment of existing railway assets was also received
considerable backing and this will be implemented by funding for improvements to Bishop Auckland
Railway station and a new station to be constructed on the Durham Coast Line near Peterlee.
Moves to reopen the Leamside line will also be supported through Policy 28 - Passenger Rail.
Bus infrastructure improvements and priority measures will also form part of LTP3. These
sustainable travel initiatives will be underpinned by additional public transport information and
personal/workplace travel planning to initiate an attitudinal change in the travelling public interventions which also received a favourable response for the consultation. A number of comments
received as part of the consultation related to the quality or performance of bus services. Whilst
LTP3 can actively contribute towards the infrastructure to facilitate the services eg. bus stops, bus
stations, bus lanes etc. , buses are run by private bus operating companies. Lines of communication
do however exist between the County Council and the bus operators and LTP3 supports bus travel
through Policy 22 - Bus Travel, Policy 23 - Public Transport Information and Policy 24 - Bus
Partnerships.
4.2 Sustainable transport initiatives alone, however, cannot resolve some of the issues affecting
transport in County Durham. It is recognised that to facilitate economic regeneration in the county,
new road infrastructure must play its part. In general, this has been considered under LTP3 on
the key economic/transport corridors where access to employment centres, business and industrial
parks would benefit from improvements to the layouts of key junctions - an intervention which
received support from the Consultation Event. For the first three years of the Plan these junction
improvements will be considered initially on the A167, A690, A691, A692 and A693 corridors.
Additional highway schemes proposed by respondents to the consultation have been assessed
and undergone the same appraisal exercise as those minor schemes included in the Consultation
Draft document. None of these proposals scored higher than those already included in LTP3 and
have therefore not been included in the Plan. They have however been added to an existing
long-list of potential minor schemes, and may be considered again in the longer term. It was noted
from the Consultation Event that relief road construction, in general, received a less favourable
response - a 3 way split between those who supported relief road construction, those who were
against it and those who were undecided or had no strong views. This less favourable response
was also reflected in the feedback form the County Durham Plan Core Strategy Issues and Options
Paper consultation. LTP3 therefore recognises that it is preferable that all new development is
located to minimise the need for new road construction. In terms of building roads to overcome
congestion or safety issues, these projects shall only be pursued when all other potential options
have been considered first. This view is reflected in Policy 5 - New Road Infrastructure which
states: 'Proposals for improvements to the highway network will only be brought forward in the
absence of suitable alternatives capable of achieving the same objectives. Where new roads are
subject to environmental impact assessment, mitigation opportunities that enhance aspects of the
environment will be utilised where practicable.'
4.3 In terms of safer and healthier travel, safety on the county's road was considered to be an
important factor by respondents to the consultation . Funding will therefore continue for casualty
reduction schemes and initiatives such as driver/motorcycle training, road safety/cyclist training
and the implementation of Accident Investigation and Prevention schemes. An Air quality
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Management Area has been declared for parts of Durham City as a result of the emissions from
the exhausts of motorised vehicles reducing air quality below an acceptable limit. LTP3 will therefore
provide funds to improve air quality in support of an emerging Air Quality Action Plan for the city.
4.4 All comments received throughout the consultation, including those mentioned above have
been considered in finalising LTP3. Potential interventions were also scored against meeting LTP3
objectives, affordability and deliverability. Those issues and interventions deemed to be deliverable
and receiving most support have been encompassed in the final Plan. The table below shows the
interventions to be considered over the plan period for each of the goals. Some of these
interventions can be seen to be 'cross-cutting' in nature which is indicated by a matching colour
code. Those interventions uncoloured in the table appear only once. However, these single
interventions can also have a positive impact on the key issues and objectives relating to other
goals - for example, the Urban Traffic Management & Control initiative appears under the Reduce
our Carbon Output goal but will also benefit Better Accessibility to Services by improving journey
planning, leading to better traffic flow.
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5 .0 Assessments of LTP3
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5.1 DfT guidance on the preparation of local transport plans requires that a number of statutory
assessments be carried out as the Plan is being developed. These assessments are an integral
part of decision making in relation to the content of the new plan and its subsequent delivery:
Strategic Environmental Assessment (SEA)….EU Directive 2001/42/EC and implemented
in the UK through the Environmental Assessment of Plans and Programmes Regulations
2004 (Statutory Instrument 2004/1633).
Health Impact Assessment (HIA)….consideration of human health is a legal requirement
in an SEA to identify and help mitigate any negative effects on peoples’ well-being.
Equality Impact Assessment (EqIA)….to meet the Authority’s duty under race, disability
and gender legislation and address impacts from anti-discrimination and equalities legislation
on communities.
Habitats Regulation Assessment (HRA)….required by Article 6 (3) of the Habitats Directive
and Regulation 85B of the Habitat Regulations 1994 (as amended)
5.2 Comments received through the SEA resulted in the policy wording of 13 policies being
strengthened as a result. An additional policy on Demand Management was recommended and
incorporated, making a total of 36 policies in LTP3. Under the HIA, the addressing of the key issues
in LTP3, which was the basis of the assessment, was found to be either neutral or positive, with
none being negative. The EqIA concluded that the content of the Plan had a positive impact on
females and the needs of both young and elderly people. There was no evidence of anyone being
disadvantaged. In relation to disability, race/ethnicity, religion/belief and sexual orientation, the
assessment could find no grouping disproportionately affected by LTP3. The HRA resulted in one
policy - ‘Natural and Historic Environment’- being reworded to take account of the HRA’s
recommendation.
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